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ABSTRACT 

This thesis entitled An Analysis of Main Character’s Conflict in Anne Holm’s 

Novel I Am David was aimed to identify the internal and external conflicts faced 

by the main character. The researcher used Sigmund Freud’s theory which 

explains the Id, ego, and superego’s role in the conflicts faced by the main 

character. The data was analyzed by using descriptive qualitative method. To 

collect the data, the researcher did a library research. There were two sorts of data 

that the researcher used, the first one was primary data, the novel itself, I Am 

David by Anne Holm. And the second was secondary data, the data was taken 

from several books, journal, and websites. To analyze the data, there were four 

procedures that the researcher used. The first was identifying the data selected, 

then second was classifying the data, the third was analyzing, and the last was 

drawing. The findings show that the main character faced two kinds of conflicts, 

internal and external conflict. The internal conflict includes the psychological 

conflict faced by David and the external conflict includes the other characters, 

social and nature conflict faced by David. So, the researcher concludes that the 

internal conflicts are built by the contradiction among Id, Ego and Superego and 

the external conflicts are the conflicts against the outside forces, such as David 

against other characters (David against The Man, Carlo The American, Children’s 

Mother and The Farmer), nature (The Forest and The Snow), and society.  

 

Key Term: Main Character, Conflict. 
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ANALISIS KONFLIK KARAKTER UTAMA DALAM NOVEL ANNE 

HOLM I AM DAVID 

 

LALU RIYAN PERMANA 

E1D 112058 

 

ABSTRAK 

Penelitian ini berjudul Analisis Konflik Karakter Utama dalam Novel Anne Holm 

I Am David  bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi internal dan eksternal konflik yang 

dihadapi oleh karakter utama. Penulis menggunakan teori Sigmund Freud yang 

menjelaskan tentang peran dari Id, Ego, dan Superego dalam konflik yang 

dihadapi oleh karakter utama. Data yang dianalisis menggunakan metode 

deskriptif kualitatif. Untuk mengumpulkan data, penulis melakukan penelitian 

kepustakaan. Ada dua bentuk data yang penulis gunakan, yang pertama adalah 

data primary, yaitu novel litu sendiri I Am David karya Anne Holm. Dan bentuk 

kedua adalah data secondary, yaitu data telah diambil dari beberapa buku, jurnal – 

jurnal dan website. Untuk menganalisa data, ada empat prosedur yang penulis 

gunakan. Yang pertama adalah mengidentifikas data yang telah dipilih. Yang 

kedua adalah mengklasifikasikan data, yang ketiga yaitu meganalisis, dan yang 

terakhir adalah menyimpulkan. Hasil menunjukan bahwa karakter utama 

menghadapi dua jenis konflik, yaitu konflik internal dan eksternal.  Konflik 

internal meliputi psikologis konflik yang dihadapi oleh David dan konflik 

eksternal meliputi konflik karakter – karakter yang lain, masyarakat, dan alam 

yang dihadapi oleh David. Jadi, penulis menyimpulkan bahwa konflik – konflik  

internal dibangun oleh kontradiksi antara Id, Ego, dan Superego dan konflik – 

konflik eksternal adalah konflik melawan kekuatan dari luar, seperti David 

melawan karakter lain (David melawan The Man, Carlo, The American, 

Children’s Mother, dan The Farmer), alam (Hutan dan Salju), dan Masyarakat.  

 

Kata Kunci: Karakter Utama,Konflict.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Conflict is always related to human being because people will never 

escape from it. Conflict is a situation in which there are opposing ideas, opinions 

whises and feeling, Hornby (2010:304). Furthermore, the difference of 

characteristics, norm, culture and tradition can also cause conflict. People live in a 

society where they interact and communicate each other. So in our daily life, we 

must feel or experience the conflict whether it is big or small, or whether it is 

conflict against another man or against him/herself. And we could not avoid it, 

because we must experience it. And people have to face the conflict in order to 

increase their quality or as the trial that God gives to be solved. This life will feel 

flat if there is no conflict in our life. The writer concludes that the conflict is 

unseparated with human life. 

Conflict also appears in literary work as the important part of a story that 

builds up the literary work, especially in prose work. Conflict is part of plot which 

creates the tense in a literary work. And the author usually develops it to make the 

readers curious and attracted in following the plot until the end of the story. 

Nuriadi (2016:69) states that the conflict is developed continually which makes 

the story to be complex. It means that the creation of conflict is phased until the 

conflicts reach the top of complication or called as climax, then it goes down to be 

found the solution or denouement. So that, the conflict becomes the soul of story 

which makes it attractive. 

In general, conflict is divided into internal and external conflict: a) Internal 

conflict is the conflict which emerges inside of people personality. Nuriadi 

(2016:69) states that mental conflict (Inner conflict) happens in the mental side of 

a character. It means that the characters face the problem or the conflict which 

appears in him/herself and it relates with the mental or psychology of characters. 

b) External conflict is the conflict which emerges outside of man, such as person 

against other person, person against society, and person against nature. Person 

against person is someone who is fighting against other human beings because there is a 

dispute both of them. Person against society is a fighting against another person or 

against the environment or some community because there is a difference of 
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culture, business, or ideology. Person against nature is a struggle which carried 

out a human figure or individually or together against the forces of nature that 

threaten human life itself . 

In Holm’s novel I Am David the main character David is portrayed as a 

person that faced lots of struggle in order to achieve his freedom. within that he 

faces many conflicts in his life whether it is internal or external, such as in internal 

conflict, when he was asked to escape from the camp by the man but he confused 

to decide whether he had to go or not, and other internal conflicts that David 

faces. Besides internal conflict, David also has the external one, such as when he 

struggled to pass the jungle which was terrible, and when he was hit by strange 

boy in Naples, and his conflict with Carlo and many more. The writer is interested 

in analyzing the conflict of the main character, because the story shows many 

conflicts which is faced by the main character. And the story of this novel is also 

inspiring for some of the readers who have read it, because the story shows the 

struggling of a very young boy to find out his freedom and his purpose of life. 

From the beginning of story the main character has been faced by a difficult 

situation which makes him confuse in deciding his step. And the internal and the 

external conflict that the main character faces in the novel will lead us in 

understanding the personality of David. This will connect to and how he struggles 

in reaching his freedom, then find his mother at the end. 

1.1. Research Question 

1. What are the internal conflicts faced by the main character in Anne 

Holm’s novel I Am David? 

2. What are the external conflicts faced by the main character in Anne 

Holm’s novel I Am David? 

1.2. Objectives of Study 

Based on the research question above, the writer would like to: 

1. Analyze the internal conflicts faced by the main character in Anne Holm’s 

novel I Am David. 

2. Analyze the external conflicts faced by the main character in Anne Holm’s 

novel I Am David. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Conflict is part of plot which emerges as the important element in literary 

work. Conflict is something unpleasant and dramatic that happens and 

experienced by the characters in a story that refers to the two contradicted actions 

Wellek and Warren (1989:285). It means that conflict is something unpleasant 

that occurs in even story where it becomes the reflection of the real life that brings 

the influence to the human’s behavior whether it indicates to good or bad. Then, 

Wilmot and Hocker (2011:9) states Conflict is known to be a fact of life and it 

truly exists and happens in our lives. It means that conflict must be there in every 

individual or group as the flavor of our life. if there is no conflict in our life, it will 

make our life so boring. Because of conflict will make our life to be colorful. 

Conflict is necessary to every fiction works; there is usually one major 

conflict. In novel, there could be several conflicts. Conflict adds excitement and 

suspense to a story. The conflict usually becomes clear to the beginning of a story. 

As the plot unfolds, the reader starts to wonder what will happen next and how the 

characters will handle the situation. Many readers enjoy trying to predict the final 

outcome. 

Conflict is also the essential part to the plot, without conflict there will be 

no plot. The plot is how the author arranges events to develop his basic idea. It is 

the sequence of events in a story or play. The plot is planned, logical series of 

events having a beginning, middle, and end. The story usually has one plot so it 

can be read in all at once. The conflict triggers the order of the plot to move to the 

next order of plot, so the movement of the order of the plot is determined by 

conflict in a story. 

In general, conflict is divided into two types, internal and external conflict; 

a. The internal conflict is more commonly referred to as “Man against 

himself”, it deals with a character who has to overcome and change 

something about his or her being that they are struggling against what they 

have in mind such as desire, or moral dilemma. Common types of internal 

conflicts include overcoming fears, will, and ego flaws.  
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b. The external conflict is the struggle of the character against the forces 

from outside. There are several kinds of these external conflicts that the 

character might face. First, the character against other character, the most 

common form of this kind of conflict is the protagonist character against 

the antagonist character. Second, the character against the society, this 

conflict is occurred when the character has the opposing and different 

Idea, culture, modes, opinions from the most common people have in the 

society. Third, the character against the nature force, this conflict will be 

faced by the character when the character has to face such a natural 

phenomenon or disaster, for example, when the character has to endure the 

disaster from the natural force. 

One of the famous former of personality theory is Sigmund Freud. He 

introduces Psychoanalysis theory which relates to the function and the 

development of human’s mental. Mental itself is divided into two levels: the 

conscious mental and unconscious mental. The conscious mental relates to full 

control of behavior. It means that people know that they are conscious when they 

do something or experience their action as stemming from conscious choices. On 

the other hand, unconscious mental contains all those drives, urges, or instincts 

beyond consciousness but motivate all words feelings and action. And Freud 

believes that everything people do is encouraged by inner unconsciousness forces. 

Furthermore, Freud classified mental activity to exist at three levels: the 

Id, the Ego, and the Superego. And states that personality is the outcome of 

continual battle for dominance among Id, Ego, and Superego .Freud believes that 

these three components of personality structures interact each other in order to 

organize human’s behavior and personality. The following are detail explanations 

of each component of personality structure which are proposed by Freud; 

a. Id 

The Id is the biological, inherited, unconscious source of sexual drives, 

instinct, and irrational impulse. Id works with happiness principle, always seek 
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pleasure and avoid uneasiness Minderop (2013:21). In addition, in Asmiatun 

(2012:16), Freud states that Id is as a King or Queen which has the absolute 

directionary, should be respected and also egoistic. The Id which means “It”, 

describe what “it” wants right now and has no contact with the reality. 

Unfortunately, although a wish for food, such as the image of a juicy steak, might 

be enough to satisfy the Id, it is not enough to satisfy the organism. The need only 

gets stronger, and the wishes just keep coming. One may have noticed that, when 

he/she haven’t satisfied some need, such as the need for food, it begins to demand 

more and more of his/her attention, until there comes a point where one can’t 

think of anything else. This is the wish or drive breaking into consciousness. 

b. Ego 

The Ego develops out of the Id’s interaction with the external world, and it 

responsible towards reality or governed by reality principle. It is produced from 

the non-biological (social and familial) forces brought to bear on one’s biological 

development and functions as an intermediary between the demands of the Id and 

the external world Hall (1959:36). The Ego relates the organism to reality by 

means of its consciousness, and it searches for object to satisfy the wishes that Id 

creates to represent the organism’s needs. This problem-solving activity is called 

the secondary process in which ego try to find the real object which is agree with 

mental image created through primary process in Id. People should know that 

their impulses can’t be gratified immediately. 

c. Superego 

The third is the Superego. The Superego is the highest state in which we 

have arrived in our evolutionary “progress”. It is an aspect of personality which 

accommodates moral value and expectation that people obtain from parents and 

society. The Superego is an overseer, our conscience, and like the Id, is something 

of which we are not conscious Hall (1959:36). The Superego is an overseer, our 

conscience, which makes us feel guilty for doing or thinking wrong because the 

Superego acts our moral guide that concerns with what is right and what is wrong.  
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Superego is also known as a sociological aspect of personality which 

closely relates to the traditional value and trained to generation in order to 

introduce good or bad, and command of prohibition. Superego consists of 

konsensia and ideal ichrous in which konsensia gives punishment through sinny 

feeling, and ideal ichrous rewarded by proud sense Asmiatun (2012:18). Though 

we are not aware of the struggle, according to Freudian theory, there exists a 

continuing battle between the Id and the Superego with the Ego in the center 

trying to keep them apart. 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1. Research Design 

Research design of this study used descriptive qualitative method. The 

writer describes the quality or the value of the object empirically. The object is 

not measured using statistics method because the object of this is not number of 

people or individual, but a literary work. In this study, the writer analyzed the 

main character’s conflict in Anne Holm’s novel I Am David. 

3.2. Source of Data 

In this study, the data are taken from primary data and secondary data. 

Primary data are the data which are being the object of analysis, which consist of 

what is really going to be explored. Meanwhile, secondary data are data support 

Stokes (2006:30-31). In this study, the primary data are taken from the novel of I 

Am David. Meanwhile the secondary data are the several books, journals, and 

articles from the internet, and other sources which are related to the topic. 

3.3. Method of Data Collection 

 The method of collecting data that used in this research is done through 

the following steps: 

1. Reading the novel repeatedly until the writer gets a complete 

understanding of novel well. 

2. Finding out the conflicts that happen to the main character. 

3. Selecting and picking the data up which relate to the problems. 
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3.4. Method of Data Analysis 

 The method that used to analyze the qualitative data is descriptive 

qualitative method through the following procedure: 

1. Identifying the kinds of conflicts that happen to the main character 

(David). 

2. Classifying the kinds of conflicts found in the novel. 

3. Analyzing the conflicts faced by the main characters (David) in the novel. 

4. Drawing conclusion after the data has been analyzed. 

4. RESULT 

After reading the novel I Am David by Anne Holm, many conflicts were 

found in the novel that the main character faced. And the conflicts are divided into 

two types; internal or inner conflict and external conflict. The internal conflict is 

the struggle to overcome the opposite desire or feeling between the character 

against him/herself, and David, as the main character in the novel faces the 

conflict against himself (his desire and feeling) in order to reach his purpose. And 

then, the external conflict is the struggle against the forces outside of the 

character, and the main character in the novel faces the conflict between David 

against other characters (the Man, Carlo, Children’s mother, Farmer etc.), David 

against Social and Nature (forest and snow). 

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1. Internal Conflicts Faced by Main Character 

In internal conflicts that faced by the main character consists of David 

against his desire and feeling in order to reach his purpose. David’s conflict 

against himself is shown by the quotation of the narration and dialogue where in 

this internal conflict he is caught by some situations that make him confuse, 

anger, and upset to himself. Those situations then make David’s mind difficult to 

decide or determine his step forward, and it is the struggle that has to face against 

himself. In addition, there are some other desires which disturb David’s mind and 

make him anxious and fear, such hungriness, wants to make a lift in a lorry, etc. 
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David confuses with his mind when the man has told him to escape from 

the concentration camp, and direct him going to Denmark. He is not sure whether 

he would make the attempt or not. He doesn’t believe what the man has told 

because he knows that the man hates him very much as he hates the man in return. 

It disturbs David’s mind and makes him dizzy to think about it. The conflict 

which arises as the inner conflict faced by David is shown from the quotation 

below (1): 

(1) “David was not yet sure whether he would make the attempt. 

He tried to work out why the man had told him to do it. It 

was certainly a trap: just as he was climbing over, the 

searchlight would suddenly swing round and catch him in its 

beam, and then they would shoot” (Holm, 1979:8). 

The conflict that occurs within David himself is the contradiction among 

these three system of personality proposed by Freud cited in Minderop (2013:21); 

Id, Ego, and Superego. The Id consists of the biological, inherited, unconscious 

source of sexual drives, instinct, and irrational impulse. And it works with 

happiness principle, always seek pleasure and avoid uneasiness. 

And from the quotation (1) above, the writer sees David’s hate and unsafe 

feeling as the part of his Id which needs to be fulfilled by his ego. And it is his 

instinct which derives him to not believe in the man and motivate him to make the 

attempt. As the work of the principle of Id that avoids the uneasiness and seek for 

pleasure, his hate and unsafe feeling then, encourage him to make the attempt. 

As shown in the narration which states “David had always known that the 

man hated him, just as much as David hated him in return. On the other hand, 

nothing pleasant had ever yet happened in the camp that David could remember, 

and he was now twelve years old” (Holm, 1979:8). It has proved that he has 

nauseated with the situation of the camp, where he has felt frighten with the terror 

of brutality. He wants to look for a place where he can feel ease and can live 

safely. And his hate which makes him doesn’t believe to the man, then wants to 

go and never see him again. And his unease feeling is also shown from thin 

quotation below (2): 
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(2) “When Johannes died he thought he would die too. But when 

he recovered and knew he was not going to die, he realized 

he must never, never care for everyone again-never” (Holm, 

1979:144) 

Quotation (2) shows that David has been frustrated with the life in the 

camp. And he wants to die when his only friend, Johannes dies, because Johannes 

the only person whom he believes in and gives him a life energy and teaches him 

anything about life the camp. After his death the camp is like a hell where the 

brutality terror shadows him. And it makes strong desire that motivates him to 

make the attempt, to leave that hell. 

In the other hand, his Superego drives him to obey every commands of the 

guard. As the principle of superego where it derives our moral guide which 

concerns with what is right and wrong. Although David knows that the guard 

commands him a wrong thing, but he has to obey it, because it is the rule in the 

concentration camp and his position as the prisoner. He is afraid of making the 

attempt to escape, because it breaks the rule of the camp, and he will be shot by 

the guard. As shown in the narration which states “It was certainly a trap: just as 

he was climbing over, the searchlight would suddenly swing round and catch him 

in its beam, and then they would shoot” Holm (1979:8). It proves that David still 

thinks of the guard who can shot him as the punishment if he makes the attempt. 

And it makes him considering the plan that the man has told to him. 

The ego of David drives him in hesitance feeling, which ones he has to 

choose. He has felt unsafe lived in the camp, and the man gives him a chance to 

escape. The reality shows that the chance is just once and it is only for him. There 

will never any chance anymore after this, and he really wants to make the attempt, 

but his superego holds him to do it, because of the rule and consequence. And his 

ego derives him to make the attempt and he does not care about the consequence 

anymore. Now or later he will stay dead, and nothing pleasant has happened in the 

camp. As the quotation (3) below; 

(3) “Suppose it were a trap and they shot him, it would all be 

over quickly anyway. If you were fired at while trying to 
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escape, you would be dead within a minute. Yes, David 

decided to try” (Holm, 1979:8). 

5.2. External Conflicts Faced by Main Character 

The external conflict is the struggle of characters against the forces from 

outside. In novel I Am David, the writer found some of conflicts faced by David 

as the main character against other characters, society, nature forces. There are 

several kinds of these external conflicts that the main character faced in Holm’s 

novel I Am David. First, the main character against other characters, in this 

conflict, David faces the conflict against some characters, such as David against 

the man, the American, Carlo, Children’s Mother, and the Farmer. Second, the 

main character against the society, in this conflict, David faces the conflict against 

the society where he is in his first town in Italy. Third, the main character against 

the nature force, in this conflict, David faces the conflict against the nature, where 

his way is blocked and hampered by the snow and forest.  

The external conflict that arises is the conflict between David against The 

Man. It is begun in the first chapter which explains David really hates the man as 

much as the man hates him in return. And David doesn’t want to talk to or be 

around the man. Although he knows his name, he doesn’t want to call his name. 

As described in the narration below; 

(4) “He saw the man and was conscious, somewhere in the pit of 

his stomach, of the hard knot of hate he felt whenever he saw 

him. The man’s eyes were small, repulsive, light in color, 

there expression never changing; his face was gross and fat. 

David had known him all his life, but never spoke to him 

more than was barely necessary to answer his questions; and 

though he had known his name for as long as he could 

remember, he never said anything but “the man” when he 

spoke about him or thought of him. (Holm, 1979:5) 

David’s Id feels uneasy being around the man. And based on the narration 

(12) above he hates the man since he was a child. His hate which shows his 

uneasy feeling tries out to ignore him as long as he could. And his Superego 

encourages him to speak to the man because of his position as the prisoner, under 

control of the guard. It is the rule that he has to obey. But in his feeling, he doesn’t 
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want to talk to him at all. So that, David’s ego controls him to act, talk and call his 

name as necessary as he could to the man. Besides that, hate is the only thing he 

could feel every time he sees him. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Based on the discussion in chapter four, it can be conclude that the main 

character’s conflict presented in the novel I Am David by Anne Holm is internal 

and external conflict. Where in his inner conflict are the conflicts between David 

against his desire and feeling, such as described in the discussion by using the 

theory of structure of personality of Sigmund Freud. In his internal conflicts is 

built by the contradiction among Id, Ego and Superego. It is caused by the 

conflicts which appear within David himself. And David often holds up his desire 

which makes him in hesitancy, angry, anxious and upset. Those feelings then 

disturb his mind and become the conflict within David himself. 

And the external conflicts that he faced are the conflicts against the outside 

forces, such as David against other characters, nature, and society. The conflicts 

against the other characters occur between David against The Man (the guard), 

where he hates the man as the man hates him. And another external conflict that 

David faced is David against the nature and society. In this conflict, David’s 

purpose is blocked by the forest and snow. David struggles to pass through the 

forest in his escape, and the snow also blocks him in order to reach Denmark. 

David fights it to stay live in the heavy snow, because of his motivation to meet 

his mother in Denmark. 

And from this study the writer could wisely understand how the conflict 

occurs in ourselves because of many differences that people have in society. And 

how the Id, Ego, and Superego work to bring up the conflict and influence our 

personality. And the conflict also could be as a positive or negative effect to 

ourselves. By facing the conflict and keep struggling in order to achieve our goal 

is the best experience that will lead us to a better character in real life. And the 

writer also could wisely understand the psychological conflict that may be faced 

by the students when teaching in school someday. 
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